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There is good evidence,to support the premise that children

must be able o analyze parts of words and recombine them'into new

units in order for transfer to the reading of. unfamiliar words to .

occur (see Jeffrey & Samuels, 1967; Jenkins, Bausell,,& Jenkins,

1972;.Muller, 1973). Children who have not generalized this concept

are prevented from progressing in reading beyond the ability,to.memo7

rize each word as a.separate entity--often an effective beginning

.strategy which gradally:fails as the child is Unable to keep up

with the enormity of the task eS s/he Progresses through the grades.

'Many children are able to learn independently that parts of words can

be'separated-from the whole unit, put together with other parts, and

that this new unit can then be tested against semantic memory and

decoded to meaning. As this new Unit is encountered again and

again, it is eventually recognized at sight with no analysis of its'

parts-necessary for obtaining meaning, and the child is well on the

way to..acquiring a large sight vocabulary. Other children never in-

duce this principle, and must be taught the whole process step by..

step. Most reading programs teach to'the first group, however,.and

do not intlude specific instruction in segmentation and blending--

apparently assuming that such skills are acquired automatically.

The numerous first grade reading failures, however, do not support

this assumptim Even though a substantial number-of children do

acquire the concept spontaneously, Ramsey (1972) found that .40% of

the errors ide on his test of unfamiliar words in context by second
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'graders who had not yet learned to read were errors due to blending

, difficulties. The elements of the words were known, but the children

- were unable to put them together. Haddock and Tiano (Note 1) also

found high correlations between the ability to blend a given_sound-

letter correspondence with a common base and reading achievement as ,

measured by the paragraph subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test

in second grade'(r = ..79), in fourth grade (r = .60; and .in sixth

grade -(r = .55).

Although the need for such instruction has been established,

%
just what instruction would be most effective is still under investi-

gation_ There-is 'considerable opposition to the most frequently

attempted method7-that of teaching the chtTd to produce individual

phonemes when presented with a.string:of.letters an4 then to blend

them together, e.g. e - a - t,.cat. ThiS" opposition has been based

on a traditional belief in reading circles that the addition of an

"intrusive vowel" Or schwa to stop sounds (.sOunds that are formed by

complete closure of the air .passage) will 'always intdrfere with

-blending ability and will never-produce a-fused unit-(see Menezky,

1972;.Gleitman. & Rozin, 1973). Teachers are cautioned never to pro-

nounce"these sOunds in isolation, or if they do so, to be very care-

ful not to add a vowel to the prr,nunciation (esSentially,a useless.

caution since this is a linguistically impossible task).

Iri-an attempt to find what sort of traiming was effectiye a

teaching the segmentation-blending skill and to also investtgate the
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"intrusive vowel" phenomehon, Haddock (1976) conducted an experiment

with 80 prereading children from three private preschoolS. A test

of synthetic words was formed from a basic set of seven sound-letter

correspondentes--three.continuants (sh, s, f), or consonants whose

pronunciation can be prolonged indefinitely; three stops (p., t., k)

.or consonants whichcan. only be pronounced with the addition oOsome

sort of vowel sound.(Usually. a schWa); and one v.cwel (ee). Part One

of the test was written so that.an equal number of stops andcontinu-. _

ants were used at the beginning and ends of words.: seet, tee, keesh,

sheek,.Peef,, feepl teek, feeSh. lpart Two of the test was written so

..that single consonants were combined into-clusters in.order to tesit

Ageneralizatidn of the blending concept.to totally unfamiliar patterns:

speet_, steef, skeep, seefs, feeks, teets, skeeps., speefs.

Only those children who could notpronounce the synthetic words

on the pretest were included 4ft the study. These children, having...,

an average age'of 62 monthsere trained in blending with three
,

,
-;metods of inSli'Uttion:_ One group of/children...was instructed-with

an auditory method, where teachers' pronounced training.words in pa'rts,

4

sh'- eet and asked the children to recombine them tat4Lihe_who1-e
____

.
word, i.e. sheet. Children did not loOk at the printed word.while

"working on these tasks, but did review the basic set .of sound-letter

correspondences daily so that memory did not become a significant

factor. The second group of children was instructed with dh. auditory- ,

visual method, where teachers used Manipuldtives to-point.out how
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sounds and letters can be substituted for one another to make new

words. For example, the teacher might show the children a card

on which the word feet was written, saying something like "my word

is feet--now I'm going to make the word..." here the teacher would

A fold down a flap.on which the letters sh was written so as to make

the word sheet. If children could 'pronounce this word it was assumed

they had adequate blending skills with the consonant digraph sh in

;initial position. If they were not able to blend the parts together

to make the new word, the teacher led them in increasingly directed

steps to putting the pa'ç4 together to come up with the word sheeI.

The thfrd-group of children racticed the basic set of sound-letter,..

associations, but were givenLno_formal_instruction_in_blending.

Children were trained for a total of 3 weeks, 10 minutes per

day, 4 days per week. An Fridays of each of the weeks during the

experiment, all children. Were checked for mastery of the training

task. If they were aVle to pronounde the criterion tr'Aining words,

they were given the posttest. If they had not mastered the training

task, their instruction continued for_the following week. Finally,

14

dL he end of 3 weeks, all the children who had not mastered the

training tasks, as well as the children in the control group; were

posttested.

Results- of the,study indicated that tral.ning both with the

auditory-visual method and the auditory method was significantly more

effective than practice on sounds and letters on children's ability

6,
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to pronounce the list.of synthetic words. The auditory-visual

'method was also significantly More effective than the auditory_

ethod. Results also.showed that there. Were no differences in

Ahildren s .ability: to blend stop or continUant sounds.at the -

*beginnings or ends of words when the children had been specifica-lly

\\_trained to blend those particula"r soUnd-letter. correspondences:in
,16

those positions. Results also showed%that very feweof the children,'

even though they were perfectly able to blend single letters in

initial and findl positions, were.able to generalize the blending

4

concept to blending the single letters when they were.presented as

.
a 'clUster, e.g. eVen though children were able o blend an s or a t

separately at the beginning of tOo different words, they had great

difficulty in.blending a word beginning with the st cluster. The

few children who were able to.generalize to the blending of clusters

'were members of the auditoryLvisual instructional group.

There were several iMplications of this study. ',The.primary one

was .that children do need tb be specifically tat.ight:_tob-1-ends-ounds-----7-7

and letters together. 'Only two,of the children in the control group

were able to'induce the principle on their own by just practicing on

the,sound-letter associations. The second implication was that children

are not bothered by the'insertion of a schwa or "intrusive vowel"

enough to.make a difference i'n'their blending ability. If such an

addition did make a difference, the children should have been able

blend many more coritiluants than stops. This was_not_the_case,_
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indic4ting that the paradigm of c a - t fused to,cat may not need

to.be rejected after all. A third implication was that children

may need, to be taught the blending of each-single and each clustered

sound-letter correspcindence as separate objectives.

A reOlication of this study wAh several.refineMents was con-

ducted in the fall -of 1976. In the original study, children had

not been randomly assigned to groups because:this would.have disrupt-
.

'ed the already established routines of the preschbols.. the7f011ow-
L

up 'study, children fron_iwo kindergartens and three firSt gradelass-
v,.

4

rooms were randomly asSigned tcreach of* three treatment conditions.

These children were also from a different population,.taken from

public schools in an area that was 60-70% bi-lingual (Spanish-

English). Instruction proceeded in much the same way as in the

first study, with the exception that children were not checked,

weekly for mastery of the.criterion tasks, but we're all trained
, .

-

for 3 weeks, 10 minuteS per daY, and then posttested dUring the 4th

week by a graduate student who did not know to which group the

children had been assigned. All instruction was given by the regular
.

tlasSroom teifchers who had been trained in_both training methods and

in methods of practicing sound-letter associations. Each teacher

.rotated her presentation of all three treatments, and groups were-

combined 'across classroomS for analysis.

The children's responses on Parts One and Twb of the posttest

were scored for total number of initial and final consonants blended

8
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_correctly (32 possible), Analysis of viriance indicated a signifi-

,

cant difference in number of words blended among the three groups,

F(2154) = 6:66, a<..01). Rost hoc analyses of the group means using

ft'tests indicated that children taught to Mend by, the.auditOry-.

"

visual method blended signiiiCahtly more synthetic words (M,=

=.8.01).than those in the contrdl group (M . 1.35, SD = 2.44),

t(37) 2...001, but that:children taught tO biendswi-fh an.

-.4 auditory method (M = = 5.10)"did.not blend significantly

more than those in the control gro0 (M =.1.35., SD = 2.44) although

the differences did apdroach signffiCance t(39) = 1.51, 1.20)..

Differences-in-words- blended-between-the-aUditory-visua1 and-the
. .

auditory group also approached significance, t(32) = 1.96, 24...10). .

li>children irOthis replication did not learn to blend, as

Measured by the prOnunciation of the posttest. of synthetic words,

nearltas.well as' the children.in the original Study. This diffPrence-

generally may be attributed- to the differences in the children--all

:the subjects An the first study were native.speakers of English, but at

least 60% of the,subjects in-the replication were learning to read in

a second language. The fact thatthe children were,nOt brought to

criterion on the training tasks before being posttested alsq probably

made a great difference. Had the teachers knoWn who was not under-.

-standing and therefore been able,to dire.ct their instruction more to

individuals_witninthe groups, many more children may.have learned

to-blend_ the_sOunds and letters together.- -Even witti'these differences,
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however, tho results of the study do indicate the,effectivene§s

of specific. -rIstrOttion in blending upon the ability of children

to pronoUnce unfaMillar words.-16 the replication,, there were also

nd differeces ,between ability to blend stop or continuant conso-

e
nants in initial or final positions, and there waS alsoHittle

generalizatiorPto the ability to blend'clusters composed of the

letters which had been trained singly.

The two classroom :tJdies reported here, along with previous,

eyidence from laboratory studies cited.earlier, strongly suggest

that beginning readers would.profit froM breading programs which

. in-Elude a component-OT blending-instruction alongwith other basiC

:decoding skills. It can .ber.,assumed that those children Who would

eventually induOe'the blending principle independently would notbe

:harmed by such instruction7they would merely acquire the principle

sooner--while the children who are unable tolearn to blend wl-Ahout

explicit instruction would get the help they need. It is recommended

that reading teacher:s develop ways to diagnose 'and teach blending

skills,'keeping in mind that an auditory-visual method appears to be

'most effecliyé...Resnick and Beck (1976) and Wa1len:(197.2) have re7

_ported audzPtory-visual techniques-fortesting-and teaching-blending

ability, which appear to be highly.successful.

Reading teachers may also consSiderthe very low.rate of generali-
. .

zation that specific instruction.with one pattern had to blending

ability with more complex patterns. Children were not able to transfer
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the ability.fo.blendingle.consonantg tO thl ability to yend

those same consonants When presented in cldsters. 'Although More

resea'rch is needed on these specific areas., there is ume indi-
- .A s.

,cation here that the \s'bJdent's blending ability may need tO be'

checked for all, common patterns, includine strigle cansonants,

cOnsonant clusterS an'd Consonantidigraphs in,both initial-and

final positions; as we'll as 4 common vowel patterns such as Cl/C'

and CVC-le. 'The record sheet.in Figure-1 is oTfered as a starting'

point for checking both sound-letter association (memory pattern) '

and b.lending ability with common English spelling patterns.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The studtes also revealed an interesting finding)regarding the

.'abillty of children'tO blend stop and contin.uant consonants. If

pronouncing stop sounds in isolation: (with-the'addition of the
-

necessary schwa or."intrusive vowelurdoes interfere with blending_

abjlity, many more continuants should have been blended correctly by -

the children, since these can be pronounced wtthout the &tided vowel.

sodnd. This was not the case. When children were trained to blend.

.the specific consonant in initial and final positiTons, it made no...

difference whether the Consonant was %stop or a continuant.

In consideration..of Chall's (1967) conclusion that tode-breaking

programs are most effeCtive for teaching-beginning decoding skills,

11
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and because most of the cri`ticism .of code-breaking prog*Kams centers

around pronunciation qf sounds in isolation, reading teachers may
, )

want tO reconsider this old taboo _which has gone unchallenged' for

'so many,. yedrs. I.

S.

, .

-

K.

r+-
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Figure Caption

Figure . Memory and' Blending Skills Record
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